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I sit here overlooking the beauty of the 

beach in Anglesey, early on Bank Holiday 
Monday, thinking I should have better 
things to do whilst on holiday. The 
demands on our time now are so great 
that such non-chargeable tasks have to 
be done in our own time. I was reading an 
article which maintains that lawyers do 
the equivalent of an eight day week, and 
are often exhausted. If you read the 
speech of Lord Neuberger during his 
lecture in the lead up to the Jackson 
reforms, then we will all, probably, be 
working a 9 day week, but more of that 
below. 
 
Firstly, a big thank you to all those who 
organised, attended, and contributed to 
the ACAL/APIL Child Abuse Conference, 
which was held in London in June this 
year. ACAL in the past has tried 
unsuccessfully to host our own 
conference, particularly during a time 
when the law was developing at a faster 
pace than it is now. We had neither the 
resources, nor the audience of invitees to 
make it a success. As mainstream PI 
work becomes more “Jacksonized”, more 
firms are looking to less commoditised 
niche areas, hence the conference is a 
success. Thanks must go to Tracey 
Storey for putting it together, various 
ACAL executive members who lectured, 
and the APIL conference team for their 
superb organisational skills. This year we 
invited a selection of interesting lecturers 
from outside the legal profession and 
hosted a number of workshops.  The 

President’s Report 

 
conference has run for several years, 
and continues to be well attended. 
 
Most PI lawyers I speak to are anxious 
about the changes intended to 
Personal Injury, and in particular 
Legally Aided abuse work because of 
the changes being brought in by 
government arising from a combination 
of the Legal Aid Sentencing and 
Punishment of Offenders Act (LASPO), 
and the Jackson reforms. As I am over 
25 (You don’t look it did I hear? No I 
didn’t.) and have been qualified for over 
30 years, I have seen many changes 
over the years. A familiar pattern 
always develops. 
 

1. Changes are announced 
2. Lawyers object strongly, 

become indignant, and 
complain they are going to be 
poor. 

3. Government and the Media 
quaff and chortle into their beer. 

4. The changes are legislated, 
sometimes with some 
modification, but with a stated 
implementation date in the 
future. 

5. Lawyers panic and predict the 
world is going to end, usually 
overreact and retrain as ice 
cream salesmen. 

6. When the changes come in the 
lawyers adapt, or get round the 
new rules by clever 
manoeuvring – that is what we 
are trained to do after all – and 
survive. 

7. We realise that the rules are not 
as bad as we thought, and carry 
on in a different way until the 
next lot of rules are announced, 
when the process starts all over 
again. 

 
 
Continued on page 2 
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Despite my obvious satire these changes are the biggest I have ever seen, and will have the largest 
impact. We will, however, survive, as long as we don’t panic and undercut each other like the 
conveyancers did in 1992 when Margaret Thatcher removed the monopoly. I fear, however, that it may 
happen. Those who do it, hopefully, will go out of business. Personally, I cannot see how a firm which 
has been used to receiving success fees can suddenly survive without them unless, of course, that 
second job as an ice cream salesman becomes a reality!  We at Abney Garsden McDonald have never 
had such a luxury as we have been used to Legally Aided work – or “No Win Low Fee” cases. 
 
What about the iniquitous Supplementary Legal Aid scheme? (Take 25% of Claimant damages to help 
pay for the Legal Aid scheme). It was mooted when the consultation paper came out, to which we 
objected as an organisation, in the strongest terms. The impact assessment clearly stated that it was 
intended to save £7 million, of which £6 million was to come from Clinical Negligence, £1 million from 
Housing and £0 million apparently, from Assault on Police (including abuse) cases. So why, I have asked 
those at the Ministry of Justice, are they intending to bring it in? We have mounted a campaign to try and 
create an exception to the rule for abuse cases. To read more, go to the campaign pages of the website. 
Also please send a letter, a precedent for which is on the website, to your local MP. THIS IS REALLY 
IMPORTANT. There are many obvious arguments. 
 

1. Public Funding is granted to compensate the victims of abuse, who are often employees of the 
government. We often argue for aggravated/exemplary damages. 

2. Thus, awarding compensation with one hand, and taking it away with the other, is fundamentally 
wrong. 

3. Damages are comparatively low in abuse cases, so the saving is not cost effective to collect. 
4. To take money off abuse victims is tantamount to abusing them once again, particularly if the 

funder and the Defender are one and the same. 
 
I have collected together with some of the support groups. We have written to, and are hoping to meet 
the Labour spokesman upon this subject in the lead up to the next Parliamentary term, when the 
regulations will be debated in the House of Commons. Wish us luck. 
 
How will qualified one way costs shifting affect the desirability of Legal Aid against a Conditional Fee 
Agreement (“CFA”)? That is to say that even if the Claimant lose, the Defendants will, in most situations, 
be unable to pursue him/her for costs. If Legally Aided, the new rules make it compulsory to deduct 25% 
of damages and hand them over to the government. So if, on a CFA, you decide to limit your success fee 
to say 20% then the client is arguably better off with a CFA. What sane abuse lawyer, however, would do 
an abuse case at anything less than 25%? Not in my firm, certainly. The risk factor must dictate the 
maximum surely? So why abandon Legal Aid with its ability to bill on account, and claim for 
disbursements? My firm’s finances will not run to enabling me to fund £5000 of disbursements per case, 
with no billing for, say 5 years, and abandoning Legal Aid I am afraid. If you have an unlimited supply of 
capital, and you want to try it, be my guest, but make   you know a good insolvency practitioner. 
 
Finally, what of the new rule being introduced whereby the LSC can refuse Legal Aid if the case is more 
suitable on a CFA? Presently cases involving abuse of public authorities (Part 8) are exempt from this 
rule. The argument always has been that Claimants will be exposed on costs because  insurance cannot 
be obtained save at an uneconomic premium for abuse cases. With QOCS it is not an issue. So will our 
friend Mr Gore take the view that all cases can be run on a CFA and not grant any certificates. It remains 
to be seen how this new rule will be approached. I almost daren’t ask the question to tempt fate? Some 
dialogue, and maybe a case in the Administrative Court will be necessary to sort the rules out. 
 
So chaps (and chapesses), troubling times ahead. I would simply plead with you to 

a. Write to your MP 
b. BLOG about it, and get articles published. You know it makes good marketing sense. 
c. Don’t panic 
d. Don’t abandon Legal Aid. 
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Peter Saunders FRSA 
Chief Executive of the 
National Association 
for People Abused in 
Childhood tells ACAL 
about the work of his 
organisation. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NAPAC is a registered charity and has been 
running a free phone support line for adult survivors 
for almost ten years. We speak to about 4000 
people a year and respond to countless emails too. 
The overwhelming response we get is “thank God 
you are there to listen and understand”.  “NAPAC 
has saved my life”. “ For the first time ever I have 
been heard and understood”. These are not 
untypical comments from callers who feedback vital 
information about the service we provide. Although 
we don’t keep personal information, nor do we 
record calls, we have amassed a lot of data from 
which we can extract some interesting information. 
For example a year ago we decided to introduce a 
question on our Call Report Sheet (filled in by our 
team member after every call) recording whether or 
not the survivor had reported the abuse to the 
police. The response was interesting. Of the 1172 
people who volunteered that information 833 had 
not reported it to the police and 339 had. That is 
roughly 70/30. Of course the proportion of reported 
crimes that end up being prosecuted (as you know 
only too well) is likely to be much lower in 
percentage terms and when we are asked about 
reporting by survivors we always warn them against 
getting their hopes high for a successful 
prosecution. But this is something you already 
know.   
 

Whilst our strongest  desire at the charity is to help 
every survivor of abuse and to prevent it happening 
to others, resources mean we have to stick to our 
remit and in that respect we have been doing very 
well. As mentioned above the overwhelming 
response to our work is positive. We are here for 
survivors (and those supporting them). We have an 
amazing team of volunteers who staff the Support 
Line 5 days week. We are hoping to offer a 24 hour 
service in the not too distant future and we are 
reaching out in partnership to survivors all over the 
world. Indeed on 7

th
 November this year we are 

holding a meeting at the European Parliament in 
Brussels and I would like to take this opportunity to 
invite you along. Better still, if you wanted to 
sponsor the event in some way – please get in 
touch. It will be hosted by a London MEP and we 
already have other MEPs committed to attending. 
We won’t be doing any slick presentations. We will 
just be doing what we do best which is to educate 
those willing to listen about the devastating effects 
of abuse and why it makes total sense to support 
groups like NAPAC. As David Blunkett MP , said, 
when he was Home Secretary, child abuse “tears 
apart the fabric of society”.  For once a politician 
was spot on! 
 
NAPAC is only a small charity but no one else does 
what we do. We give a voice to survivors 
throughout the UK and we constantly remind 
Governments that they are not doing enough to 
protect our children. When I set up the charity 16 
years ago there was no national organisation for 
adult survivors. We remain unique in that respect. 
16 years ago also saw the publication of the 
findings of the National Commission of Inquiry into 
the Prevention of Child Abuse. One of its key 
recommendations was the establishment of a 
‘national organisation for survivors’.  This, they 
concluded, was essential for child protection.  
 
Whilst perhaps we have some of the best child 
protection policies and laws in the world in this 
country I think we still have a long way to go and 
that involves changing the culture of how we treat 
children. Materially I am sure most of our children 
are well catered for (mine certainly were) but we still 
fail to accept the atrocities taking place under our 
noses and to really tackle abuse – particularly 
sexual abuse. We make too many excuses, pass 
too many lenient sentences for the perpetrators 
who are apprehended and still (as a judge recently 
did) pass the responsibility for the abuse to the 
child.  
 
NAPAC cannot change the world but we will 
continue to make as much noise as we are able! 
 
 
 

 

 

Support Line 0800 085 3330 
www.napac.org.uk 

 

http://www.napac.org.uk/
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RAR v GGC [2012] EWHC 2338 (QB) 
 
Child abuse: limitation, liability and quantum 
 
Trial in the High Court, London on 23 July 2012 before the Hon. Mrs Justice Nicola 
Davies DBE  
Judgement on 10 August 2012 
 
Justin Levinson of 1 Crown Office Row instructed by Natasha Lewis of Irwin Mitchell 
LLP, London for the claimant. 
 
Case report submitted by Natasha Lewis of Irwin Mitchell LLP, London. 
 
The claimant who was aged 45 at the date of commencement of proceedings, and 47 at trial brought a claim for 
damages against her step-father, GGC for personal injuries resulting from physical and sexual assaults inflicted on 
her between 1972 and 1977 when the claimant was aged 7 to 12. 
 
Within a few weeks of the claimant’s mother marrying the defendant, he began physically and sexually abusing her.  
The physical abuse came first and escalated to sexual abuse.  
 
The assaults included, hitting the claimant in the face, splitting her lip; punching the claimant’s head; requiring the 
claimant to undress; taking indecent photographs of the claimant; rubbing his penis against her vagina, fondling the 
claimant’s vagina and inserting his finger and other objects into the claimant’s vagina.  
 
Throughout the 5 years of abuse, the defendant threatened the claimant. Eventually, she told a school friend and 
she was physically dragged to a teacher and reported the abuse. She was interviewed by police officers but was 
unable to report the full extent of the abuse.  
 
The defendant was convicted of a single count of indecently assaulting the claimant, a girl under the age of 13 
years, namely aged 12 years on 13 February 1978. The defendant pleaded guilty. The defendant was sentence to 
probation order lasting two years with a special condition as to treatment.  
 
Limitation 
 
The claimant was 18 in 1983 and 21 in 1986. Proceedings were issued on 5 April 2011. As a result of the abuse 
perpetrated on the claimant, her mental health was adversely affected. It fluctuated over the years, at its worst, the 
claimant was hospitalised. This played a real part in the delay. Also, the nature of the abuse is also a deterrent for 
bringing a claim. 
 
During the criminal proceedings the defendant had cause to consider the allegations of sexual assault. He did this 
and his memory remained as evidenced by his detailed witness statement. The case was dependent on the 
evidence of the claimant and the defendant. The evidence of both parties remained sufficiently cogent to enable a 
fair trial to take place. The court were satisfied that it would be fair and just to invoke the discretion afforded by 
section 33 of the 1980 Act and permitted the trial to proceed.   
 
Liability 
 
The defendant was convicted of 1 count of indecent assault. The claimant had to prove the nature and extend of 
the assaults perpetrated by the defendant upon her. The claimant provided a witness statement and gave evidence 
to the court. The defendant also provided a witness statement.  
 
The defendant, in his Defence and in his witness statement, maintained his innocence and pleaded duress. The 
defendant was provided with legal assistance in the Magistrates’ Court. The defendant provided no evidence of 
duress. Accordingly and pursuant to section 11(2) of the Civil Evidence Act 1968 the defendant was taken to have 
committed the offence by reason of his conviction. It followed on that it demonstrated a propensity on the part of the 
defendant to behave in this manner which supported the claimant’s evidence.  
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The court found that the defendant’s conviction demonstrated a sexual interest in her upon which he acted. The 
defendant had lied in maintaining that he did not commit the criminal offence. The claimant is of good character, 
there is no issue as to her credibility. The claimant made a contemporaneous complaint to a school friend. In 1984, 
1988 and 2006 the claimant made reference to the abuse when speaking with health care professionals. The court 
noted the claimant’s lack of embellishment in both her written and oral evidence. The defendant stated that the 
claimant and he had a good relationship, it follows that she had no reason to make these allegations.  
 
The court were satisfied that the claimant made out her case as to the physical and sexual abuse which she 
suffered over a period of five years for which the defendant alone was responsible. 
 
Quantum 
 
Judgment for the claimant was given in the sum of £470,034.90. 
 
The claimant relied on a report of a consultant psychiatrist and a skin camouflage expert. The psychiatric evidence 
details the claimant’s family, personal, employment, and medical history and her allegations of abuse. The expert 
reported that the claimant has suffered from a recurrent depressive disorder and exhibited symptoms of clinical 
depression. She also displayed symptoms of an alcohol dependency syndrome. 
 
The claimant’s childhood abuse was identified as a significant and major cause of the development of her 
borderline Personality Disorder and was central to the causation of her Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The abuse 
and subsequent mental disorder has impacted upon the claimant’s ability to work and form relationships.  
 
Without further treatment, the symptoms were likely to continue in some form. The claimant will remain prone to 
further episodes of clinical depression in response to life stresses and it is likely she will have further episodes of 
depression. 
 
The claimant provided photographs of her scarring to the court. They demonstrated the extensive scarring on the 
front of her thighs extending to her knees, the backs of her calves, her arms and abdomen. These scars are mature 
and unlikely to fade. The scars on her back and chest are minor. The skin camouflage expert recommended the 
use of products which provide coverage and camouflage for such scarring.  
 
General Damages - £70,000 
 
Damages were assessed on the basis of five years of physical and sexual abuse, occurring 4 to 8 times a month. 
The claimant developed and continued to suffer serious mental health problems. The abuse has had an effect on 
her personal and professional life and a devastating effect upon her life. There is also the history of self harm with 
resulting scarring. The claimant is sensitive as to the appearance of the scars. The court awarded £60,000 plus 
£10,000 for the physical scarring.  
 
Aggravated Damages - £10,000 
 
The claimant submitted that the general damages would be insufficient to reflect the deliberate nature of the 
assaults, performed in a cruel manner calculated to compound the nature of the assault. The claimant was 
threatened by the defendant. The court believed an award of aggravated damages was appropriate and did not 
represent double recovery.  
 
Past loss of earnings - £190,703.39 
 
As a result of the abuse, the claimant underachieved academically. She did not pursue post graduate qualifications 
or employment between 16 to 21. Between 21 to 28, the claimant lived abroad and no loss was claimed for this 
period. Upon her return to the UK in 1993, the claimant worked in a factory and attended college in order to gain 
university entrance. Due to her psychiatric injuries, the claimant was unable to complete the course. 
 
Between 1998 and 2003, the claimant worked for Eurostar. Since April 2003, she applied for positions but was 
unable to pursue opportunities due to her psychiatric condition. At the time of the trial, the claimant was not 
working. 
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The claimant claimed loss of earning from March 1993 to present giving credit for all periods of employment. But for 
the abuse the claimant would have continued in education undertaking a degree course. The claimant was 
awarded the sum claimed in her schedule of loss.  
 
Future loss of earnings – £62,193.90 
 
It is contemplated that with treatment the claimant could return to some form of part time work. The claimant put 
forward a future loss of earnings claim based on 3 years of earnings at her pre-injury net earnings.  
 
Future treatment - £2,800 for psychotherapy and £23,942.80 for skin care 
 
The claimant’s psychiatric evidence would benefit from psychological therapy sessions over a number of years. 
She would require 12 to 16 sessions with further sessions thereafter. The court awarded 16 sessions together with 
travelling costs.  
 
The court initially considered the cost of skin camouflage to be high. The claimant is conscious of the scarring and 
was concerned that its appearance would hamper her attempts to return to work.  
 
Interest - £110,394.81 
 
Interest on general and aggravated damages was calculated at the rate of 2% from the date of issue, 5 April 2011. 
The period was 493 days and the interest £2,161.10. The full special account rate was applied to past losses but 
half the period as the losses was spread throughout the period. The total was £108, 233.71. 
 
RAR v GGC 
General damages    £70,000.00 
Aggravated damages     £10,000.00 
Interest      £2,161.10 
Past loss of earnings     £190,703.39 
Interest       £108,233.71 
Future loss of earnings     £62,193.90 
Future treatment     £26,742.80 
  
12 August 2012 
  

Membership News 
 

 

 

All members are invited 
 to attend  

the ACAL Annual General Meeting 
To be held on Friday 26th October 2012 

At 2.00pm 
At the offices of Irwin Mitchell, 40 Holborn Viaduct, 

 London, EC1N 2PZ 

 
Guest speaker: Sue Cox, Survivors Voice Europe  

Survivors Voice Europe is an International charitable organisation, which has at its heart, the 
focus on empowerment of survivors of catholic clergy abuse.  Sue is the Co-Founder of the 
organisation. 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CHILD ABUSE LAWYERS 
 
 
The Association of Child Abuse Lawyers (ACAL) provides practical support for survivors and professionals working 
in the field of abuse. Formed 14 years ago, ACAL maintains a telephone help line and web site presence to sign-
post survivors of abuse to lawyers who have the expertise and experience to assist them in obtaining the redress to 
which they are entitled. ACAL also campaigns in this area, and provides training, a mentoring service for members, 
access to data bases and an information exchange to members to assist them in their work. ACAL’s membership is 
made up of solicitors, barristers, psychiatrists and social work experts who are all specialists in this field. 
 
Student Member 

 Cost: £40.00 

 Benefits: Website, AGM, Workshop, Newsletter 
 
Non-practicing member, e.g. Experts 

 Cost: £85.00 

 Benefits:  Website, AGM, Workshop, Newsletter 
 
 Barrister Member 

 Cost: £85.00 

 Benefits:  Website, AGM, Workshop, Newsletter, Database, Experts Register 
 
Sole Practitioner Member 

 Cost: £85.00 

 Benefits:  Website, AGM, Workshop (3 CPA Hours), Newsletter, Database, Experts Register 
 
Small Firm (5 partners or under) Practitioner Member 

 Cost: £100.00 

 Benefits:  Website, AGM, Workshop (3 CPA Hours), Newsletter, Database, Experts Register 
 
Other Practitioner Members 

 Cost: £150.00 

 Benefits:  Website, AGM, Workshop (3 CPA Hours), Newsletter, Database, Experts Register 

  
Phone:  020 8390 4701 
ACAL website:   www.childabuselawyers.com 
E-mail:  info@childabuselawyers.com 

 
 
Disclaimer 

This material may not be reproduced in any form without the prior permission of ACAL. 
The material cannot stand on its own and is not intended to be relied upon for giving advice in specific cases. 
 
ACAL cannot give advice on the law in relation to particular cases. 
 
To the extent permitted by law, ACAL will not be liable by reason of breach of contract, negligence, or otherwise for 
any loss of consequential loss occasioned to any person acting omitting to act or refraining from acting in reliance 
upon the material arising from or connected with any error or omission in the material. 
 
Consequential loss shall be deemed to include, but is not limited to, any loss of profits or anticipated profits, 
damage to reputation, or goodwill, loss of business or anticipated business, damages, costs, expenses incurred or 
payable to any third party or any other indirect or consequential losses. 


